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COMPTROLLER GENERAL 'S PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS OF THE
REPOR? T U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND'S

AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING
SERVICE CENTER CONCEPT
Department of the Army
B-178806

D I G E S T

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE which called initially for the for-
mation of automated data processing

At the requests of Senator Frank E. service centers at three major
Moss and Congressmen Bill Nichols, depots within the continental United
Wayne Owens, and John B. States. These centers were to pro-
Breckinridge, GAO examined the U.S. vide centralized computer processing
Army Materiel Command's automated support for the Command's depot sys-
data processing service center con- tem. The plan envisions centraliz-
cept to ascertain whether ing 13 other service or support-

type functions, including comptrol-
--centralization of automated data ler, civilian personnel, and prop-
processing operations as planned erty disposal.
by the Army would result in
expected economies and

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
--the System-wide Project for Elec-
tronic Equipment at Depots Is SPEEDEX efficient and effective?
Extended (SPEEDEX) would enable
functional managers to more effec- SPEEDEX affects the Army's entire
tively perform their duties. logistical mission. Developing and

implementing SPEEDEX is a large,
During fiscal year 1973, SPEEDEX's complex, and demanding undertaking.
annual operating costs exceeded Difficulties in designing, develop-
$34 million and, for fiscal year ing, and implementing SPEEDEX are
1974, are estimated to have been to be expected, because of the high
more than $36 million. Although degree of integration demanded by
under development since 1966, the the functional user and the service
SPEEDEX system is not yet fully center concept.
operational.

During system development and imple-
SPEEDEX was conceived as. a stand- mentation, the Command has actively
ardized, but decentralized, system sought solutions to the numerous
with each major depot having its problems encountered and often
own computer. Data included in the resolved them.
system covered the full range of
depot activities; i.e., supply, However, the fact remains that even
maintenance, and administration. though extensive time and effort

has been expended by the Command in
In 1972 the Command adopted a serv- developing SPEEDEX, the system con-
ice center plan for its depots tinues to-be burdened with a

lear-Sheet. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be noted hereon.



combination of computer equipment (See p. 26.) An estimated 160 to
and computer program problems. 200 man-years will be required

through 1975 to correct system
The frequency and magnitude of these deficiencies. Thus, development
problems have limited the system's. costs continue to increase. (See
efficiency and effectiveness for p. 18.)
the functional manager. For exam-
ple, the comiputer equipment is
extremely sensitive to minor power RECOMMENDATIONS
fluctuations lasting a half second
or less. (See p. 13.) This prob- Because of the combined effect of
Xe1m coupled with computer programs computer hardware and software
which do not produce accurate problems, the Command should:

_4Ms reports or reports which satisfy
functional managers' needs has lim- 1.. Extend the existing development
ited its usefulness. (See p. 18.) contract with the vendor.

Economies Expected by 2. Reevaluate the computer configu-
the Command ration to realize full benefits

- - of centralization.
As originally conceived by the Army,
SPEEDEX was expected to result in 3. Rebid the computer configuration.
annual recurring savings ranging
from $6.3 to $9.7 million. (See 4. Redesign the software to
p. 25.)

--correct faulty program logic,
Service centering was expected to
add greatly to those savings. The --make better and more efficient
bulk of the recurring savings was use of third-generation com-
expected to result primarily from puter equipment,
reductions in functional and oper-
ating personnel. (See p. 28.) --better meet the needs of the

functional manager, and
However, dramatic decreases in the
Conmannd's total work force, primar- -- reduce the tremendous volumes
ily attributable to U.S. disengage- of printed output. (See
ment in Southeast Asia-, make it p. 41.)
appear questionable whether the
Army will realize the economies
expected from SPEEDEX and service AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES
centering. (See p. 29.)

The Departmen-t of Defense, the Army,
SPEEDEX's lengthy development period and the Command told GAO that they
has also reduced the expected sav- propose the following ways to
ings. SPEEDEX was originally resolve the problems described in
expected to be completed by the end this report. (See pp. 41 and 42.)
of fiscal year 1972 at an estimated
cost of $10.2 million. However, First, for the time being, the Com-
through August 1972 total develop- mand will stop any further implemen-
ment costs were $13.4 million and tation of the service center con-
SPEEDEX had not yet been completed. cept. Second, the Command will
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renew its contract with the Control nally, the Command will refine com-

Data Corporation for a reasonable puter programs so that the most
period, to allow for the continued pressing problems are corrected
operation of SPEEDEX until a new first and enhancements to those

system can be developed. programs are considered second.

Third, the Command plans to reduce After meeting these objectives, the
the time required to process data Command will develop a new system
by making changes in computer op- to more appropriately support depot
erating procedures. These changes mission responsibilities in a serv-
are intended to make the computer ice center environment.
more responsive to the functional
manager. Fourth, the Command plans If properly followed, the Command's
to reduce the frequency of minor plan should resolve the problems
power outages by installing unin- described in this report. Peri-
terruptible power systems (specifi- odically, GAO plans to continue its
cally dedicated storage batteries evaluation of the Command's imple-
for limited standby power). Fi- mentation of these plans.

L e

i ~~Tear Shoetii



CHAPTER 1

INTROF)JCTIOON

The U.S. Army Materiel Command is one of the Army's three
major commands within the continental United States. It was
organized in May 1962 to unify control over the Army's logistics
fwiction which had previously been divided among six separate
te lhnical services; i.e., Chemical, Ordnance, Quartermaster,
ignal, Transportation, and the Corps of Engineers.

Today the Command consists of a.nationwide network of 78
military installations, with more thaiA 120 activities in the
United States and throughout the world. The Command manages
an inventory valued at about $28.3 billion, including materiel in
the hands of users. It has approximately 128,200 employees,
of whom more than 116,700 are civilians.

Individual installations and activities, including the
depots, laboratories, arsenals, schools, maintenance facilities,
aid a procurement office are responsible for executing the
command's mission.

THE DEPOT SYSTEM

The depot system plays a large and vital role in the
Command's organization. Essentially, the depots are the back-
bone of the Army's supply distribution and maintenance system
which has the responsibility of meeting worldwide Army materiel
needs. The depots are responsible for receiving, storing, is-
suif-j, and maintaining most weapons, equipment, and supplies
managed by the Command.

Currently, this system includes 15 depots. They repre-
sent an investment of nearly $806 million, and in fiscal year
1973 their cost of operation approached $741 million. Of this
amount, $489 million, or 58 nercent of the depots' total
operating costs, was spent on salaries for more than 42,000
civilian employees.

The two primary functions of most depots are maintenance
and supply. The depot system provides for the central work-
loading of the Army's maintenance operations. The 11.S. Major
Item Data Agency is responsible for programing and controlling
the depots, maintenance workloads. - This -agency'analyzes the
A\rmny's current and future programe'd maintenance workloads and
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then allocates this work to the depots based on their capabil-
ity, capacity, and cost effectiveness. During fiscal year 1973
the depots overhauled and repaired equipment valued at approx-
imately $73.3 billion.

Supply operations at the depots are controlled by the
*1 - Command's six commodity commands. The commodity commands arC

the Army's national inventory control points. For example,
t the Missile Command is responsible for all items related to
Army missiles. Thes-e commodity conmmands determine require-

;. ments, procure items that are to be stored at the depots, and
l direct the depots when to ship items to customers. The depot

commanders are responsible for storing materiel and for in-
suring that items are received and shipped when required. In
fiscal year 1973 the depots handled over 704,000 line items
and received and shipped almost 2.8 million tons of materiel.

The Command operates its depot system by centralizing
administrative command and control of the depots at the Command
headquarters. Consequently, each depot commander is directly
responsible to headquarters for his depot's operation and per-
formance. Depot commanders, however, are responsible for
managing their installation's resources and facilities. The
different mission and staff directorates in the headquarters
support the depot commanders through policy, technical guid-
ance, and problem resolution.

THElB SPEED SYSTEM

The System-wide Project for Electronic Equipment at Depots
A! (SPEED) was originally established in 1960 within the Ordnance

: 3 Corps. By 1965, 10 major Army depots used the system. In gen-
I eral, it was an initial attempt at operating a standardized

computer system within the depot structure. The system used
IBM 1410/1401 computers with immediate access capability and
standard programs and procedures, which were centrally main-

! tained by the Logistic System Support Center, Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania, since renamed the Logistic System Support Agency.

System development was divided into 2 phases because the
21 areas conducive to automation were just too many to accom-
plish in a single effort. Phase I was primarily concerned with
the depots' supply mission. It included 10 applications which
were developed centrally by the Logistic System Support Agency
in conjunction with functional specialists. These applications
were:
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Shipment planning
Location and inventory
Supply performance
Maintenance rebuild and consumption data
Stock accounting
Change letters
File maintenance
Financial accounting
Automated data processing control operations
Army field stock control

During phase II, the depots were responsible for develop-
ing 11 other applications. Generally, these applications were
designed to automate much of the depots' management operations,
such as their maintenance production and control system,
financial applications, and the internal depot supply functions.
However, not all applications were implemented at all depots
because of equipment saturation problems, implementation of
other priority applications, and system redesign efforts re-
sulting from changes in Army policy and procedures.

By early 1966 it became apparent that the IBM 1410/1401
equipment could no longer satisfy depot requirements. The
large processing workload supporting operations in Southeast
Asia and the additional requirements of changing standard De-
partment of Defense military procedures did not permit process-.
ing of all applications. Therefore, in order to allow more
time for processing supply data, the depots had to eliminate
many of their other management applications. This, in addition
to the fact that the equipment had been used 24 hours a day
for nearly 5 years,- revealed to the Command that specifications
were needed for a more sophisticated computer capability.
Consequently, Project SPEEDEX (SPEED Extended) was initiated.

THE SPEEDEX SYSTEM

Development of the new computer specifications used the
existing systems as the foundation for SPEEDEX. The depots
were responsible for developing specifications for specific
application areas. A headquarters group was established in
April 1966 to review, integrate, and standardize these speci-
fications.

The three basic objectives incorporated in the specifica-
tions were to:
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1. Eliminate data redundancy in computer files for
two or more areas of application.

2. Integrate the depot management information systems.

3. Take advantage of the latest innovations in the com-
puter industry so that the Army logistic system would
be as responsive to the field commanders' requirements
as possible.

In January 1967 the Army approved the new specifications
and on May 16, 1967, released them to interested manufacturers.

Control Data Corporation, International Business Machine
Corporation, and General Electric Corporation submitted equip-
ment and software proposals by the January 17, 1968 deadline.

The proposals were evaluated and each firm was given a
weighted score based on the following criteria.

Overall total cost of the proposal 80%
Software responsiveness 10
Compatibility 5
Manufacturer's support 5

Total 100%

The winning proposal, submitted by the Control Data Cor-
poration, was then negotiated by the General Services
Administration and a contract was signed March 3, 1969. It
was contingent upon the equipment's successful completion of
a benchmark test. The test was conducted at the vendor's Data
Management Systems Laboratory, Los Angeles, California, on June
2 to 7, 1969. It was successful and a later 30-day acceptance
period demonstrated that the proposed equipment could be avail-
able for data processing activities more than 95 percent of the
time. The equipment was not tested under the environmental
restrictions it would be subjected to by the Army. As a re-
sult, the equipment's ultrasensitivity to minor power fluc-
tuations was not detected. The problems the Army later experi-
enced due to the equipment's sensitivity are described on page
13.

The original equipment configuration included Control Data
Model 3300 central proces.sing units with related core, disk
storage modules, and up to-li remote terminals that were to be
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located at each depot. This equipment was obtained under a
lease-with-option-to-buy contract. The purchase price for the
equipment was estimated at $25 million. However, the Command
has continued to lease the equipment at about $11 million
annually. At the time of our review, the Command was consid-
ing renewing its contract with the Control Data Corporation.

Late in 1967 the Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg,
was designated the prototype depot for the design and develop-
ment of SPEEDEX. The Army did not officially accept the pro-
totype computer equipment at Letterkenny until June 1970. The
Command attributes much of this delay to vendor troubles en-
countered during benchmark tests.

The initial software package, referred to as hardcore, was
placed on the prototype computer soon after its installation.
In October 1970 the Army held a review of the hardcore system
and discovered that computer run time was excessive. A later
review resulted in conditional approval for extending the har&-
core applications to only two additional depots. The Army held
further reviews after the hardcore applications had been imple-
mentcd at the two approved depots. Ultimately the Command re-
ceived final approval to export hardcore to the remaining de-
pots.

The Army evaluated the remaining soft.wa-re applications,
referred to as Big 6 and follow-on, in May 1972. The Command
then received approval to extend SPEEDEX.

I.

SPEEDEX OBJECTIVES

SPEEDEX has been designed and implemented to satisfy four
broad objectives: (1) to automate all essential functional
areas through a greater data-processing capability, (2) to pro-
vide a faster response for information and documentation, (3)
to provide continuing access to computer-stored records, and
(4) to provide for a total systems design.

Achievement of the first objective depends on the acquisi-
tion of third-generation computer equipment enabling the depots

4 to process a given workload more quickly than with second-gener-
ation computers.

To satisfy the second objective, SPEEDEX has been designed
to eliminate many of the internal listings and reports func-
tional managers had been accustomed to using under SPEED.
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Consequently, the functional manager must place greater re-
liance on the records maintained internally by the computer.

The desirability of the third objective had previously
been demonstrated in SPEED. However, in SPEED, the demand
for immediate access storage had exceeded its availability.
Therefore SPEEDEX was designed to greatly expand capability
in this area. Numerous remote terminals, each with an inquiry
capability, were to be used to preclude waiting for documenta-
tion and data to be distributed on a cyclical basis.

The final objective basically refers to an optimum systems
integration. Some file integration had taken place under
SPEED, but the equipment's size and capability severely
limited its application. Consequently, the SPEEDEX design
has emphasized file integration which tends to eliminate re-
dundancy.

ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR SPEEDEX

The Logistics Systems Support Agency was assigned respon-
sibility for developing SPEEDEX. It serves as a central sys-
tems design agency under the operational control of the Com-
mand's Director, Mangement Information Systems. The Agency
began developing SPEEDEX in September 1967.

As a result of an evaluation of the 21 SPEED applications,
it was determined that SPEEDEX should be extended to include
all feasible depot functions.

SPEEDEX APPLICATION AREAS

In an attempt to control system development and to insure
integration, the depot functions included in SPEEDEX were
broadly categorized into 3 basic subsystems consisting of 16
application areas. (See app. I.) The first, the depot supply
distribution system, also referred to as hardcore, includes
four application areas that support the depot's receipt, stor-
age, issuance, transportation, and quality assurance functions.
The second, the depot maintenance and financially oriented
systems, includes eight application areas supporting the
depot's comptroller, maintenance, and work measurement activi-
ties. Six of these applications are included in one large
complex and highly integrated subsystem referred to as Big 6.
Within Big 6, the data generated from the operation of one
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application automatically provides input data for the opcra-
tion of the other applications. This high degree of integra-
tion has presented the Command with its greatest challenge in
SPEEDEX systems development. The third subsystem, the depot
control systems, includes four applications directed toward
the management of people or equipment. These four applica-
tions do not use common files or common data elements. Con-
sequently, they are not integrated.

SPEEDEX IMPLEMENTATrON

The SPEEDEX system was planned for implementation at the
depots on an incremental basis. Originally, the computer
equipment was scheduled for installation at 12 depots during
the period October 1968 through April 1970. However, this
timetable slipped considerably due to the vendor's delays in
passing benchmark tests. As a result, actual installation of
the equipment was accomplished during the period June 1970
through August 1972, or about 2 years later than expected.

The application programs were extended to the depots in
two phases. The first phase involved implementation of the
applications required for depot supply and distribution opera-
tions and support activities. By November 1972, all the
depots, except Seneca and Savanna, were employing SPEEDEX hard-
core applications.

The second phase concerned implementation of the Big 6
and follow-on applications. These systems were placed in op-
eration at the Command's major depots by July 1973.
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CHAPTER 2

RECENT DEPOT MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS

Recent trends toward diminishing defense resources,
reductions in force structure, and the advent of sophisticated
computer systems have blended to increase the Command's in-
centive to increase efficiency and effectiveness by im-
proving its depot system's operations.

Accordingly, over the past few years the Command has
considered various means of changing the established depot
system to optimize its operation within the limits of avail-
able resources.

DEPOT COMPT.EXING

In an earlier GAO study, we noted that as early as March
1970, the Command was working on plans to restructure its de-
pots under a concept known as depot complexing. Under this
concept the Command contemplated establishing three theater-
oriented dcpot complexes, each consisting of a headquarters
depot and several member depots. The three complexes were to
be located in the western, central, and eastern regions of
the United States and were to support the Pacific, the U.S.
and the European theaters of operation, respectively. (See
app. II) The Command reasoned that, if the right supplies
were stored. in the- eastern complex for Europe and in the
western conplex for the Pacific, then considerable savings
should accrue through more economical handling of materiel,
both in distribution and depot maintenance. Furthermore, ad-
ditional savings were expected in manpower, transportation,
equipment; and tools by having several depots specialize in
overhauling certain types of equipment.

Under depot complexing, one depot--designated as a head-
quarters depot reporting directly to the Command headquarters--
controls the operations of one or more member depots and
provides centralized support to all depots within the complex.

This concept was designed primarily to improve overall
supply and maintenance performance by concentrating manage-
ment's attention and skills at a single depot in each geographic
area and directing their efforts toward a specific theater of
operation. Further, depot complexing was expected to reduce
administrative overhead costs by consolidating various support
functions, such as finance, accounting, budgeting, fund control,
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planning and production controls, procurement-, and AD at

the headquarters depot.

On March 23, 1972, in a letter report (B-162394) to the

Secretary of Defense, we said that the concept of creating a

complex of depots with centralized management and control could
result in savings but that each situation must be considered
individually.

Later the Command set aside this concept in favor of the

service center concept. The Command concluded that service
centering could achieve the benefits of complexing without
superimposing a regional command.and control system on the
depots, which was considered undesirable at that time.

SERVICE CENTERING

Under service centering a depot or other activity provides

total or partial support to one or more other activities.
Each activity, however, retains control of its operations0

Basically, this involves centralizing a service, or sjuppo-t-

type function, such as data processing, at a single depot.
The service center depot then performs this service for one
or more other depots or other activities.

The Command's 5-year depot master plan iden3tified a-- serv-
ices or support-type functions which it believed could be
centralized. They were:

Automated data processing Force development

Comptroller Installations and services
Civilian personnel Depot property
Military personnel Equipment management
Legal Property disposal
Safety Procurement
Information Inspector General

Data processing was selected as the initial function to
be centralized. Data processing was not only best suited to
the concept but was also the function needed to implement some
of the follow-on functions or services listed above.

The data processing service center plan as identified in
the S-year depot master plan called for the formation of three
automated data processing service centers in the United States
by fiscal year 1976 to satisfy total depot information
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requirements. To facilitate theater orientation, the three
service centers were to be located in the western, central,
and northeastern regions of the United States. (See app. III.)

l

The plan also established the Sacramento Arriy Depot,
Sacramento, California; the Red River Army Depot, Texarlkana,
Texas; and the Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pcnnsyl-
vania, as the western, central, and northeastern service cen-
ters, respectively.

The selection, of the above depots as service centers
was determined by ranking all depots on the basis of their

-a missions, workloads, locations, and capabilities. The choice
of Letterkenny as the northeastern service center was later
rescinded, but a replacement had not been named at the
end of our review.

-' HOW DOES THE CONCEPT OF SERVICE
CENTERING DIFFER FROM DEPOT COMPLFXING?

The major differences between the service center concept
and depot complexing are: (1) service centering permits each
depot to retain command while complexing requires centralization
of command. at each headquarters depot complex and (2) central-
ization of functions7 as it applies to service centering,
includes only support-type functions and not the primary mis-
sion functions, such as supply and maintenance. Comploxing
envisioned centralizing all depot activities.

Since both concepts are similar, we believe they offer
similar potential for savings.

RELATIONSHIP BET1W,1EEN SERVICE
CENTERING AND SPEEDE13X

-3 SPEEDEX is an integral part of the Command's overall
standardization program and is the standard automated data
processing systein for the depots. Currently, the system in-
cludes 12 Control Data Corporation model 3300 main frames
which are in operation at the Army Aeronautical Depot Main-
tenance Center, Corpus Christi, Texas, and at the following
Army depots.

Letterkenny Army Depot (2), Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
Tobylhanna Army Depot, Tobyhianna, Pennsylvania

4 SNew Cumberland Army Depot, New -Cumnberland, Pennsylvania
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Lexington-Bluegrass Army Depot, Lexington, Kentucky
Anniston Army Depot, Anniston, Alabama
Pueblo Army Depot, Pueblo, Colorado
Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Utah
Sacramento Army Depot (2), Sacramento, California
Red River Army Depot, Texarkana, Texas

In general, SPEEDEX was conceived as a decentralized
system with each major depot h]avLng its own computer. This
concept of operation, however, changed in 1971 as a result of
what is now referred to as the Sierra SPEEDEX test. This
test was made between the Letterkenny and Sierra Army Depots
from October through December 197l.. It proved that existing
communications and computer technology could provide the
foundation for the service center concept. -

Soon after the Sierra test, the Command decided to test
the concept of data processing service centering in an ope:ra-
tional environment. To do this, the Sharpe Army Depot was
satellited on the Sacramento Army Depot by using remote devices.
In this instance, Sacramento acted as the service center for
Sharpe.

As a result of the test, the concept of serv.cie centering
was formalized and eveituLially adopted. The plan called for
centralizing the 12 existing SPEEDEX computers at the 3 serv-
ice centers. At those depots where the computers Wiere to be
moved to the central--site, remote input/ou,:-tput deovi.ces needed
to handle data processing were to be installed and access
provided to one of the service centers via communicatio.n
lines.

'i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
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CHAPTER 3

IS SPEEDEX EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE?

Basically, SPEEDEX is an association of computer hard-
ware and computer programs that encompasses a variety of
logistical applications. The system was developed to in-
crease standardization among the depots and to automate most
depot operations through the use of third-generation computer
equipment.

As is the case with most automated data processing sys-
tems, the efficiency and effectiveness of SPEEDEX rest pri-
marily with its computer's ability to handle required workload:
and the efficiency of the programs executed by the computer.
Consequently, our review of SPEEDEX was directed toward ex-
amining these two critical aspects of overall system perform-
ance.

There is no doubt that developing and implementing a
data processing system that affected the Army's. entire logis-
tical mission was a large, complex, and demanding undJertaking,
and difficulties were to be expected. Systeal development
presents the designer with challenges, both known and unknown,
which must be resolved to achieve system objectives. SPEEDEX
was no exception. Throughout system development and imple-
mentation numerous problems have been encountered and many
of them have be-en solved. For example, in an attempt to
upgrade unsatisfactory computer hardwaie performance, the
Command obtained from the manufacturer, at no additional cost,
newer and more sophisticated disk storage drives than were
originally specified in the contract. In another instance,
the Command increased computer efficiency by upgrading a
number of programs which directed the computer's internal
operation.

Although the Command has actively sought to surface and
resolve any problems affecting SPEEDEX, some major hardware
and software deficiencies seriously endangering overall sys-
tem performance still exist.

HARDWARE PROBLEMS

SPEEDEX, as conceived, required the use of sophisticated
third-generation computer equipment to handle the large
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processing volumes anticipated as a result of standardization
and automation of all feasible depot functions.

To meet this need, Control Data Corporation's model 3300
central processing units with related core and disk stor:,,:
modules were selected for SPFEDEX. The model 3300 is con-
sidered a large-scale, third-generation computer because of
its speed, disk storage, and multiprograming capabilities.
However, it uses transistor circuitry, normally associatc.(d
with second generation computers, as opposed to the micri!-
monolithic (integrated) circuitry of third-generation coyi-
puters. The important distinction is that transistor cir-
cuitry is more susceptible-to heat failure.

During our review, we found that the Command's experi-
ence with the model 3300 computer had been something less
than expected. Basically, this assessment of the equipme-iit's
performance stemmed from the computer's extreme sensitivity
to its environment. This sensitivity is characterized by
the equipment's apparent inability to cope with the slibItest
power fluctuation.

To illustrate, a power outage of a half second, or less,
will cause files and data to be lost or destroyed. Furtior-
more, restart from such an outage can take up to several
hours and total recovery may take several weeks because of
related equipment problems.

The manufacturer contends that its equipment is reliable
and is meeting contract specifications because it is avail-
able for use more.than 95 percent of the time. Although this
is an accepted measure of an equipment's reliability, it fails
to consider the amount of time required to fully recover
from an equipment failure and the detrimental effect that
frequent failures have on the depot's ability to process
data within specified time frames.

The hardware problem (main frame) summary presented
on the following page graphically portrays, for the period
February to August 1973, the relationship between the number
of central processing unit failures and the amount of equip-
ment downtime.
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HARDWARE PROBLEMS MAIN FRAME (3304)
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Studies made by the manufacturer have shown that 98 per-
cent of the power outages causing a computer to break down
are outages that last less than a half second. Many of these
short outages are- absorbed by the motor-gencrating sets and
therefore do not harm the main frame. However, the disk
files are not controlled by the motor generator, and almost
all power outages will cause them to electronically become
disconnected from the computer and to lose data stored on
the file or being transferred from the file to the computer
or from the computer to the file. The effect this type of
fluctuation has on data being written on the files is a
primary concern. The chance of writing altered data because
of a power fluctuation is extremely high. As the depots
have discovered, a considerable number of man-hours and amount
of rerun time can be spent correcting problems associated
with data errors.

Power failures lasting longer than a half second can
cause extensive problems to all areas of a computer system.
These problems are primarily caused by heat. When a system
is powered down normally, the built-in fans continue to
operate, which allows a reasonable cDoling-off period. When
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a power failure or fluctuation occurs, the computer's fans
and air-conditioning are unable to function. This inevitably
results in overheating which weakens the computer's eJec
tronic components. The transistor circuitry common to the
model 3300 is subject to rapid changes in temperature cycling,
which often causes transistors to fail prematurely. This
leads to the ruining of data on the files. It may be leeks
after a power failure or fluctuation before the altered data
can be detected. This, of course, is a source of great
frustration to system-operators as well as to functional
users, who depend on the output's daily accuracy.

Providing restart and recovezry capabilities at strategic
points throughout the computer programs is one way to minimize
the impact of power fluctuations on data processing operations.
SPEEDEX does not provide effective restart and recovery
capabilities. The system is based-primarily on a batch
sequential mode of operation. Therefore a power fluctuation
occurring 95 percent of the way through a production run can
require rerunning the entire routine.

Another, but more costly, method of lessening the effects
of power failures is by installing an externa1, uninterrupt-
able power source, such as a battery system and/or diesel-
generated power units. The Command contracted with Co-ntrol
Data Corporation to investigate this alte;wnative for the Red
River Army Depot, because numerous power outages had occurred
there. At the conclusion of the survey, Control Data Cor-
poration infor-med the Command that it would cost between
$9.0#GO and $450,000, depending on the degree of security
desired, to install a power source that would reduce the
impact of power outages.

The hardware's configuration presents another problem.
The existing SPEEDEX equipment configuration is not suitable
for realizing the full benefits of the service centering
concept. The SPEEDEX main frames or central processing units
are not large enough to handle the known and anticipated
depot workloads. To illustrate, the original SPEEDEX spec-
ifications required the system to process a depot's workload
within an average 110 hours of monthly computer time.
SPEEDEX now requires an average of over 591 computer hours a
month to process all applications, and this is in periods
when workloads are declining. The Command has recognized
this critical problem and has contracted-with Technalysis



Corporation for the development of a computer program that
would tie two of these central processors together as an in-
tegrated system to increase the computers' data processing
capability. At the end of our review, preliminary tests of
this software package were being made at the Red River Army
Depot and therefore results were not available.

One of the most heralded features of SPEEDEX is its ex-
pansion of remote terminal processing which was intended to
eliminate the need to carry documentation back and forth
between the depot computer and the work areas. However, the
printing speed of the remote terminals is too slow to process
existing and planned workloads. For example, large volumes
of computer printouts are being trucked over 50 miles from
the :Sacraznento Army Depot to the Sharpe Army Depot because
the latter's remote printers cannot handle large-volume print-
ing, particularly for weekend, mionthend, and yearend process-
i'ng. Iil addition, nearly 80 percent of Sacramento's materiel
release orders are printed on the high-speed printers at the
central site rather than at its remote printers. In our
opinion, this condition, which we found at most of the depots
wn visited indicates the remote printer's in; bilit'y to handle
current operations and, more importantly, its inability to
handle large increases in processing volumes i.,hich could be
expected from increased military activity.

During our review, we also found that data being intro-
duced at the remote terminals did not always reach the central
computer, This is primarily caused by the remote site-card
readers' failure to read and transmit data correctly. Inade-
quate recovery procedures, incomplete backup files, and bad
disk files are other causes of lost input.

In addition, we learned that the depots were experienc-
ing difficulties with their terminal card punches which had
a tendency to overheat after an hour's use. This rendered
them inoperable and, on occasion, created lengthy delays in
processing of data.

Another problem that surfaced during our review con-
cerned the system's. lack of written plans and procedures for
backup support. Written plans and procedures for backup
support are extremely important if the depots are to continue
operations after experiencing degraded conditions. This
problem becomes much more acute as applications are added and
the system becomes more complex.
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The individual hardware problems mentioned are not all

inclusive. However, they demonstrate the critical nature

and variety of hardware problems plaguing the system. To

measure their effect on the system, they must be considered

collectively and in conjunction with those conditions which

prevail in the software portion of the system.



SOFTWARE PROBLEMS

A computer system's utility depends upon the equipment's
reliability, the central processing unit's capacity, and
how efficiently this capacity is used. The design and size
of the computers' programs greatly affects system efficiency.

Our analysis of SPEEDEX software indicates that the por-
tion of the system pertaining to line-item accountability of
wholesale assets is performing successfully. However, our
analysis of software pertaining to depot supply and mainte-
nance management reveals major inadequacies which prevent
attaining depot supply and maintenance management objectives.

In a recent projection, the Logistic System Support
Agency estimated that an additional 160 to 200 man-years of
effort through 1975 will be required to correct known system
software problems and to get the system to do what it was
intended to do.

The major software problems identified during our review
were: computer processing was not timely, application soft-
ware was unstable, application software produced inaccurate
reports, and the system did not satisfy functional users'
needs in many respects. A discussion of each of these prob-
lems follows. -

Computer processing was not timely

During our review, we found that software problems, com-
bined with repeated hardware failures, seriously impaired the
timely processing of depot workloads. A great many depot
operations, including preparing vast volumes of printed out-
put, are being processed at the central computer site. Con-
sequently, the system is extremely sensitive to any fluctua-
tions in workload. For example, all payroll transactions;
all job accounting information; and many different daily,
weekly, and monthly reports are handled at the central site.
When the frequency of hardware failures due to power fluctua-
tions is also considered, the central computer site becomes
saturated and can recover only by delaying or canceling pro-
duction runs or cycles. These delays and cancellations seri-
ously impaired routine depot operations.

Officials at Anniston Army Depot told us that the lack
of timely management data that should have been provided by
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SPEEDEX greatly affected their performance. This was a par-
ticularly serious problem during the period April through
August 1973. During that period, SPEEDEX reports were late
100 of the 153 days, or more than 65 percent of the timc.
These delays ranged from 1 to 23 days, and as a result:

-- Depot maintenance production had to be curtailed due
to the manager's inability to requisition and distrib-
ute parts and materials when needed.

--General fund accounting records had to be processed on
another computer because SPEEDEX data was late.

-- Manual records had to be kept to control Army indus-
trial funds and to schedule maintenance repair work-
loads. The data should have been provided through
SPEEDEX.

--The Major Item Data Agency work authorizations were
not processed within the required 5-day limit. This
resulted in duplicate processing.

--Up to 42 maintenance employees had to be used to m-,n-
ually search property receipts and storage locationis
to locate needed repair parts.

-- Maintenance-employees worked 4,634 overtime hours.

-- Delays in receiving the parts analysis repo;.t caused
some repair parts to be reported as "line stoppers"
even though they had been received. Minimizinig the
effect on maintenance operations took a great deal of
manu.al effort.

Equipment downtime was again identified as one' of the key
factors contributing to the delay experienced by users in
receiving SPEEDEX output.

Another factor adversely affecting the depots' efficient
operation is missed synchronization of processing cycles, An
important part of the depot's supply mission is insuring the
timely processing of materiel shipments. WhLen SPEEDEX Eras
designed, a synchronized system was developed that estab-
lished specific schedules for processing materiel release
orders received from the various inventory control points.
When these processing cycles are not met on time, supply
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performance is degraded. For exampl 5, we found th}at the
Anniston Army Depot had experienced delays in reccifi1! lparts
and parts status information as a result Oa, missed sy)C!.. .roni-
zation with inventory control p-oints. This led 1o the ,sub-
mission of parts requ'.rcments anrd recuJi.tcd In In ;u';r,
duplicate repair parts. Delays in receiving nec2n-s;ry :'illy
information at the inventory control points prev&;ntccel
from detecting the duplication until after the part's h. been
shipped.

Hardware problems repeatedly impaired the timely proC-

essing of depot workloads. For examiple, :t Toocl.o Arm1'y
Depot, during the 6-month period, January t-o Junie 1I9,73 3 hard-
ware problems were the primary cause of 7L, of 308 ;clbeJuLrled
material release order processing cycles being efitehor late or
completely canceled. This re-presents a:limf st 23 percent of
the scheduled cycles. Also, at Tooelo tb-t CO'j condition wv.'as
further compounded by a softrare problem iel atite to th2l h-and-
ling of data from remote terminals, In tllis
51 percent of the user inquiries made tlhr n-1 li h .te foleinals
took 1 day or more, to obtain a response. This w;s noit
responsive to the users' needs. The system dex-¶! op;-mont plan
intended immediate responses to inquirie; :'oiii .tue
cathode-ray tube devices and responses in less ihan 1 d.y for
remote batch inquiries from punchcard eq-. omenc. PI-otei sing
specific transactions was delayed until those r ;zpns- , werc
received.

Application software was unstable

After more than a year of operation, 1,150 changes to
correct reported or knowln problems were made to SPEElxDLX pro-
grams during the 3-month period June through August 1973.
These included 272 changes to the hardcore subsystems,
816 changes to the Big 6 subsystems, and 62 changes to other
follow-on subsystems. This represented more than 12 cRanges
a day. About half of these changes were due to software
problems and half were due to Army regulatory changes.

The number of software problems included in the depots'
periodic reports to the Systems Support Agency and tle number
of depot-recommended changes to currently provided SPl'ELDEX
output further indicate software instability.

At Tooele Army Depot acre foulid that, for the year ended
August 31, 1973, Tooole had submitted 482 problem reports to
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the Systems Support Agency. At the end of our review,
83 of the problems had not been corrected. Furthcrmore, the
Support Agency did not consider 4 of these 8; uncorrected
reports as problems, although the depot did.

Recently, all depots participated in a review of
SPEEDEX-provided output for the supply applications. In suir3i-
mary, the depots recommended to the Command that 93 reports
be eliminated, revised, or added to the current SPEEI)EX sys-
tem. The System Support Agency and *the Comnand have con-
curred in approximately 50 percent of the recommendations.
They have rejected 33 percent of -he depot's recommendations
and are considering the remaining 17 percent. During our
review depot officials interviewed in areas other than supply
identified various reports (listings, inquiries, etc.) that
in their opinion should also be considered for eliminations
revision, or addition to the existing system. Although the
SPEEDEX program testing for finance6 and maintenance functions
has been in process for nearly 2 years and an operational
environment for these functions has been maintained at a nuil-
ber of depots for nearly a year, software instability r':emains
a major deficiency ol the system.

Application software
produced inaccurate reports

During our review we identified a series of prog1raim
logic breaks, of vary-ing complexity, which inipa3red depot
operations. The following examples will identify soine of
these problems and illustrate the chain reaction that occul's
when hardware problems compound system software problems.

The maintenance planning, production, and control appli-
cation provides for the automatic adjustment of depot mainte-
nance levels to properly reflect the quantity of parts and
materials needed to complete a maintenance project. Progra)m
logic is based on the assumption that future parts require-
ments will be similar to those quantities used in the past.
Thus, the program provides for maintaining or decreasing
depot maintenance parts levels. It does not, however, con-
tain any provision for increasing the depot parts levels when
requirements warrant. This can result in maintenance line
shutdowns or delays, which are also referred to as line stop-
pers.
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Line stoppers result in ineffective utilization of
labor. Such labor costs are normally charged to over.h.d and
are distributed among all future maintenance work. i)o ing
our revr. cw we learned that the frequency and magnitu(de of
these situations could force some depots to increase the ir
billing rates to a point where they would no longer !0C com-
petitive with other depots or possibly with commercikl enter-
prises engaged in similar activities. For example, Red River
Army Depot officials said that the SPEEDEX maintenance plan-
ning, production, and control application's inability to han-
dle increased parts requirements, coupled with a parts short-
age, was the main reason repair parts were not available to
maintain Red River production schedules. This resulted in
unproductive labor costs which would have forced Red River's
overhead rate up dramatically. To avoid this and to keep its
competitive position, Red River officials reclassified
$945,000 from indirect expense to direct expense for unre-
lated maintenance projects.

SPEEDEX software also appears deficient in the logic
used to fill back-ordered items. Prior to iw1plemle. ia- t on of
SP 1TD&FE all back-ordered item-s were identi Fi .l dI the point
of receipt and sent directly to the customie('r most in ?ie;d
without first placing the item in stock. Unld(er the SPLD-J3),X
system, however, only those incoming receipt tht caln be
identified to specific back orders are seit fllfl(> ..'ly to the
requesting activity. Receipts of back-ordered ieis which
are not specifically tied to a customer back older are placed
in stock prior to release to custormiers. Tbherefore in somie
instances, there is a delay in releasing back-ordored items
to the requisitioner after they have been placed in stock.
This is often very frustating to maintenance manaer s who,
while awaiting arrival of a back-ordered item, make a system
inquiry and find that the item is in stock. Thus, the cur-
rent system not only is time consuming but also requires dou-
ble handling of materials. This is partially caused by the
lack of internal controls that would help insure matching
back orders with materials on hand.

A further example of questionable program logic involves
substitute items. We found that customer requirements fre-
quently were back ordered even though substitute items were
in stock, This was attributable to program logic which
failed to identify interchangeable or substitute items.
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liser nceds not fully satisfied

A!, discussed, major deficiencies exist in those
ap 1 iccations supporting depot supply and maintenance manage-
>c t. As a result, we found that certain functional users
:;,:. being adversely affected, some to the point where oper-
a.;^en of manual backup systems became a necessity. For exam-
n .,at Anniston Army Depot we found that 7,800 requisitions
- !;intenance parts had to be processed off line because of
':ins in receiving SPEEDEX data. This was necessary lo
I' '-c availability of parts for maintenance production

-lctdules. It also required the extensive use of mainte-
:cc prcisonnel to manually research records to locate

1,c'Ced parts. Another example involves Sharpe Army Depot
;2>e parallel systems obtain valid data for many required
.;ports because SPEEDEX data has been inaccurate. The cost

tc parallel systems is estimated at about $4,300 a month.
; further example involves Toocle Army Depot, where supply
,sonnel were expending considerable manual effort prepar-

; (;Gove-rnment bills of lading. A limited analysis of Gov-
'K:.niet bills of lading preparation revealed that 69 percent

id bcen prepared manually. We also found that Tooele per-
<;nil were spending almost 2 hours a day to manually main-

'L in donial statistics that were erroneously prepared by

MIost depot officials questioned during our review
.-I icvd that in a nunber of instances SPEEDEX-provided out-

:1t. swas not satisfying their needs because it did not pro-
--. .. (1) certain required data, (2) data in a usable format,

(3) accurate data. The following examples illustrate
se points.

During our review we found that SPEEDEX did not provide
H the data required by various Army regulations. For
-tancC, data needed to determine storage space occupancy
33 tonnage in storage is not included in SPEEDEX-provided
: .put This information is needed to complete occupancy and

*' lization reports. Further, SPEEDEX does not provide the
*i t to screen excess material for demands and report this
OrIl at ion to the national inventory control points. This
fre'action is required by,0rmay Materiel Command Regulation
-1 and Army Regulations-755-1. Regarding improper format
* me SPEEDEX output, we found that, under SPEEDEX, the
,I3y calibration performance list and the monthly calibra-

d oclinquent list were broken down by unit identification
- -~ instead of by work center-team serial number and unit
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identification code which is the format in which the data is

needed. This; results in spending about 6 man-days a month to

manually separate these reports.
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CHAPTER 4

Y,),iNOMIES EXPECTED BY THE ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND

The rationale supporting the development and implementa-
tjion of a new, more sophisticated automated data processing
system almost invariably depends upon both tangible and in-
tangible benefits which are expected to accrue to the orgcni.za-
tion as a result of replacing the old system. These cxpected
Ienefits are crucial to selling the new system because they
must outweigh the costs of system development and existing. or
proposcd alternatives. Therefore, it becomes imperative to
quantify these expected benefits.

Expected benefits have been traditionally translated
into manpower savings in the computer area. This apparently
is in part tied to the commonly held belief that automation
inevitably results in manpower savings and in part to the
difficulty encountered in attempting to quantify other benefits
which are not readily quantifiable.

The Command has attempted to quantify benefits expe-cted
from SPEEDEX on three separate occasions. The methods use~d
in each of the three studies were similar, and the trn(.iti:.onal
approach to quantifying expected benefits was followed'. Con-
sequeni- y, practically all the annual recurring s. vings pro-
jected by each of the studies is due to possible rcduct-ions in
manpower. The quantified benefits of each of the stud'.ies is
presented below.

Annual
Study recurring sa\.ngs

Touche Ross & Co. $8,330,000
FY 1972 Cost-Benefit Study
(September 1970)

Army Materiel Command automated data 9,734,000
processing FY 1973 Cost-Benefit Study
(November 1971)

Army Materiel Command automated data 6,338,204
processing FY 1974 Cost-Benefit Study
(March 1973)

Of the'three studies listed above, only the most recent
study recognizes savings expected from sources other than
manpower. However, the study does associate all but $212,000
of the projected $6.3 million recurring savings to personnel
reductions.
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Also significant is the rather dramatic decrease, almost
$3.4 million, in the annual recurring savings projected for
SPEEDEX between the Command's fiscal year 1973 and fiscal
year 1974 cost-benefit studies. Most of this reduction in
benefits was due to a decrease of over $2.8 million in the
savings projected for the maintenance planning, production,
and control area. An Army official informed us that the
recurring savings projected for the maintenance planning,
production, and control area were arbitrarily reduced by
50 percent during the fiscal year 1974 study. He said this
reduction was necessary because the original estimates were
somewhat overstated and because all benefits would not be
realized.

Also during our review, we found that the depots were
required to report to the Command Headquarters all manpower
reductions directly attributable to the implementation of
SPEEDEX. As of October 1973, more than 18 months after the
hardzoore applications were implemented at all depots, only
4 had reported reductions, totaling 79 funtional (non-data-
processing.) personnel as a result of the hardcore app~lici-
tions, On the basis of savings projected in the fiscal year
1974 automated data processing cost-benefit study, this is
far less than either the 555 functional personnel reductios
projected for the SPEEDEX system by fiscal year 1.975 or tL 
partial reductions o-f 364 personnel projected for fiscal year
1974.

SPEEDEX DEVELOPMENT COSTS

The cost of developing SPEEDEX was originally estimated
at $10.2 million. This estimate included $6.1 million in
civilian and military salaries for a projected 514 man-years
of effort.

According to the Command, the actual cost of system devel-
opment from inception to August 1972 (the latest date that
such costs were available) was $13.4 million, or about
$3.2 million more than expected. A 23-percent increase in
the projected man-years of effort required to develop the
system is primarily responsible for this increase. A break-
down of the actual costs incurred in developing SPEEDEX is
presented below.
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SPEEDEX Development Costs (note a)

Capital costs $ 186,000
Civilian and military salaries 9,785,000
Computer rentals 1,314,000
Supplies 38,000
Other operating costs 2,039 000

Total $13_,36___00

aThze above cost figures were supplied by the Command; how-

ever, they were not validated during our review.

EXPECTED ECONOMIES
WITH SERVICE CENTERING

The Command's movement toward centralization of its
SPEEDEX system under the concept known as service centering
has, in large part, been prompted by the savings expected in
both manpower and machine time.

The Command initially selected its data processing func-
tion to implement service centering. It reasoned that this
area was not only the most promising from the standpoint of
the benefits to be obtained but it was also the vehicle
needed to centralize other functions and services.

The Command's service center plan was first formalized
during 1972 in its 5-year depot master plan. In general, it
called for formation of three service centers in the conti-
nental United States by fiscal year 1976. The purpose of
this centralization was to permit the Command to perform its
necessary depot functions with fewer resources.

In addition to the functional manpower savings projected
for SPEEDEX, the original service center plan proposed sav-
ings of 418 data processing personnel and two computers. It
was estimated that this would result in more than $3.7 mil-
lion annual recurring savings by fiscal year 1976, as shown
below:
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Automated Data Proccssiin Service Centering
FY 1976 Lstimated Annual Operating Costs (notes a andcLb)

(A) (B)

No rml 1
SPE.3)DEX SPEEDEX
status service Difference

qubo centering (A minus 13)

Number of personnel C1,638 C1 2 2 0 C4 1 8

Personnel expense $18,018,000 $13,420,000 $4,598,000
Communication lines 105,000 290,000 -185,000
Other (note d) 16,652,000 17,330,000 -678,000

Total $14,775 000 _3l^040,0t0 e$ 3 o7 8 5 , 0 0 0

a
From 5-year depot master plan study.

bEstimated one-time costs associated with data processing
service centering, installation of communication lines,
site preparation, and computer relocation costs that must
be amortized total $221,000.

cAt $11,000 a year.

dComputer rental, per diem and travel, and computer sup-
plies.

CAnnual operating cost reduction for FY 1976 and beyond as
a result of service centering.

In July 1973 the Command reassessed the projected bene-
fits of service centering in the light of the Atlanta Army
Depot's closure and congressionally directed manpower reduc-
tions, As a result, the Command reduced its original esti-
mate of personnel savings from 418 to 302 after full
implementation of the concept. This reduced the estimated
annual recurring savings by almost $1.3 million.

With regard to computer acquisition and use, the change
from a decentralized concept to a centralized, or service
center, concept was expected to result in eliminating the
need for two computers.
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Under the existing decentralized arrangement, 12 SPEEDEX
conmlputers are located at the Army Aeronautical Depot Mainte-
nance Center and 9 of the Command's major depots. Three
other depots are provided access to a computer for SPEEDEX
processing via remote terminals.

Under the service center concept, SPEEDEX computers
would be located at only three depots, referred to as service
centers, with the remaining SPEEDEX depots having access to
one of the service center's computers via remote terminals.
The Command expected to need only 10 of the original 12 com-
puters to fully implement the concept. Eliminating two of
the computers was based on developing a software program that
would link two or more computers together as a single entity
at each service center.

During our review we Were unable to assess the develop-
ment of this software capability because tests had not been
completed. However, we did learn that the Command estimated
that it would cost about $150,000 for the Technalysis Corpo-
ration to develop this program.

DECLINING ARmviY MATERIEL COIi.7-AND WIkORKFORCE
IMPAIRS EXi'hCTED ECONO:MIES

During the past decade, the Command has undergone dramatic
changes in its worlkload and in the resources available to
accomplish its mission. These changes are due primarily to
U.S. involvement and disengagement in Southeast Asia during
this period.

We were particularly concerned with the impact of recent
trends in the Command's work force on the economies the Com-
mand expected from SPEEDEX and service centering. The fol-
lowing three graphs depict. the magnitude of the changes that
have occurred in the Command's total civilian work force, the
depot's civilian work force, and the Command's management
information system civilian work force since fiscal year
1965. The graphs also illustrate the trends that have devel-
oped.

The first graph shows the total work force has declined
steadily from a high of nearly 171,000 in fiscal year 1967
to a low of about 116,800 at the end of fiscal year 1973.
This represents a decrease of almost 32 percent during the
past several years. Similarly, the depot work force has
been reduced by almost one.-third:since-reaching a high of
64,000 employees in fiscal year 1967.
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The last graph shows a decrease in the number of manage-
ment information system personnel since fiscal year 1968.
However, the decrease of personnel in this area has been much
more gradual than the Command-wide manpower reductions.
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T'ie impact of a continuing downward trend in the work
force could materially affect the projected savings for
SPEENDLX and service centering. The expected savings have
almost exclusive]y boon based upon personnel reductions that
the Coimmand believes will result from the operation of
SPEIDIEX and centralization. Consequently, any erosion in the
base line upon which these manpower savings were measured
also erodes and therefore limits the magnitude of the sav-
ings.

We examined the economies projected by the Command with
implementation of the service centering concept. Our analy-
sis was limited because we could consider the effect of cen-
tralization on only two of tile three proposed service centers,
since the exact location of the northeastern center had not
yet been determined.

To determine the impact of currently directed Command-
wide manpower reductions on the savings expected from serv-
ice centering, we made separate evaluations for the
Sacramento and Red River Service Centers. The first analy-
sis was based on actual staffing levels found at these two
depots as or August 1, 1973. The second analysis was based
on the authorized staffing for the same depots as of January
1974. Both staffing patterns were then individually compared
with the CorAland's service center staffing model, to deter-
mine the savings in manpower that could result from service
centering.

The service centering staffing model was not adjusted
during our analysis because it reflected the Command's best
estimate of the number of data processing personnel needed to
operate under a service center environment.

The results of our analysis for the proposed Sacramento
and Red River Service Centers are presented below.
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SacramLento S Lric centici (ost-Itenetit AnIaysis
For Actual. t I fLnj as f l i n At '.. wt I )

Average GS level Se rv icc
Current center Iel Proj..

l'ersonI II DII S Service center Authorized Actu ul model M:,-,s,
spoces (note b) modeIl .staffiti stnaffing sta fiF J L FL , t.-

Sacra-milelnto 7.15 7.5] 153 154 175 *21
Sha rpe 5.34 5.19 58 53 59 1'
Pueblo 6.66 5.27 100 104 63 -;i
loolel 6.55 5.27 IS0 142 63 -7)
Sierra - 28 28 28

469' 481 3188

Projected manpower reductions - G3

Army Materiel
Commisand

Actual model Coe-t svi'IS
Annual costs:

Civilian personnel $S,042,805 83,902,285 $1,140,520
Communications 28 ,645 138,281 -IO-:?, 3&

Projected annual recurring savings S L,0LOQ( 84

Service center costa--nonrecurring:
Site preparation--Sacrarenito S 37,000
Communications lines--connect/disconnect 2,000
Personnel relocation/termination to be incurred 4 7h ,

Total S527 -17

aAutomated data processing hardware rental costs and operating costs other rtl);zn personlir.
and communications were excluded from analysis beccuse the Con-mand believes they :ill not
be affected by implementation of the service center concept.

b
Director Management Information Systcms.

Sacramento Sersice Center Cost-Benefit Analvsis
For Authoriz:d Staf1_nT, as of J.zn r 1974 (note a)

Service

Average CS level center Projected
Personnel Current Service center Authorized model manpower

spaces DI-!S model sta fiig staffing di ffernce

Sacramento 7.15 7.51 141 175 +34
Sharpe 5.34 5.19 58 S9 + 1
Pueblo 6.66 5.27 97 63 -34
Tooele 6.55 5.27 116 63 -S3
Sierra - - 28 28

440 3

Projected manpower reductions -52

Army Materiel
Command

l'rojected model Cost savings

Annual costs:
Civilian personnel $4,574,284 $3,902,2S5 $671,999
Communications 2S,645 138,281 -109,636

Projected annual recurring savings S 3

Service center costs--nonrecurring:
Site preparation--Sacramento 5 37,000
Communications lines--connect-disconnect 2,000
Personnel relocation-termination to be incurred 488,717

Total $ s27

aAutomated data processing hardware rental costs and: operating costs other
than personnel and cosmuincntions w.ere excluded f7om anal vsis because the
Cormennd believes they will not he affucted by implementation of the service
center concept.
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Trhe above analysis demonstrates the effect of currently
directed Command-wide manpower reductions being implemented
iNdeopendently of SPEEDEX and service centering. Between
,;kun'USt 1973 and January 1974, the authorized staffing of the
Sacramento Service Center was redu ed from 489 to 440. Con-
se(quently, there was a loss of 41 personnel positions
(93 - 52) that were expected to be eliminated as a result of
service centering. This reduced the estimated annual recur-
ring savings for the Sacramento Service Center by $468,521.

Our analysis of the proposed Red River Service Center
shouted a similar reduction in expected economies.
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1.9ed Rivetr Servie (.'1:.' (lost-B3cnefit .I nalysis
_____,F___ _, _ _7n__OTF 3_ 

Service
Averag GS levyI I ceI ItI Pro- cte dIt

Personnel C Yrl cntf ur virn uiniter Authorized Actual lnode I maanpo-
spaces DIMS 1m1odol staffing staffing stflg diffcrecn-

Red River 6.56 7.51 145 149 175 + 26
Lexington-

Bluegrass 6.43 5.27 126 122 63 - 59
Annistoan 6.36 5.27 120 95 63 - 32
Ardmtac 5.72 5.19 118 123 59 - 64
Savanna - - 19 19 19_

528 508 379

Projected manpower reductions - 129

Army Materiel
Command Cost

Actual model savings

Annual costs:
Civilian personnel $5, 241, 987 $3, 902, 285 $1, 339, 702
Communications 10, 250 146, 444 - 136. IP4

Projected annual recurring savings $1, 203. 508

Service center costs--nonrecurring:
Site preparrltiun $199,4.''
Communications lines--coennect-disconnect 2, 9;J0
Personnel rtlocation-te. icnation to be incurred 770, 895

Total $973. 277

a/Automated data processina hardware rental costs and operating costs outer than persou-
nel and comrnunications wcre excluded fro:,,; nalysis because the Commalnd believes flaey
will not be affected by implementation of tl.: service center concept.

Red River Service Cen'ei Cost-B1enefit Analysis
Au'JiazzedJ Staf'i~ii OiInuary 1&7T-(note a)

GS level Servlce
Averae e center . Prcj( cted

Personnel Lurreat Service center Authorized model manpovwc
spa, cs - DMIS model staffing staffing diffe. ence

Red IRiver 6!S6 7.51 121 175 + 54
Lexington-

Bluegrass 6.43 5.27 96 63 - 33
Anniston 6.2"6 5.27 93 63 - 30
Ardamac 5.72 5.19 105 59 - 46
Savanna - - 19 19 -

- * 434 .379
- - j=

Projected manpower reductions - 55

Army Materiel
Command

Projected model Cost savings

Annual costs:

Civilian personnel $4. 446,302 $3. 902, 285 $544, 017
Communications 10,250 146,444 -136, 194

Pr<-jected annual recurring
savings $407, 823

ServIce center costs- -nonrecurring:
Sitte preparation $199,482
Communications lines- -connect-elisconjeict 2, 900
Personnel relocation-termination to be incurred 770, 895

Total $973, 277

a/Autornated data processing hardware menlal costs arnd operating costs other than per-
sonnel anid ornommunications were excluded fromn analysis because the Command be-
lieves they will rnot he affected by implementation of the service center concept.
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The preceding anllysis of the proposed Red River
Service Center further demonstrates that economies expected
by the Conmmand thiroughi service centering are rapidly disap-
pearing. By January 1974, personnel savings that could be
attributed to service centering at the Red River Service Cen-
ter had been reduc.ed from 129 to 55. The difference of
74 spaces (129 - 55) is the result of directed redtuctions in
the Command's work force. Expected savings were, therefore,
reduced from over $1.2 million to $407,823 annually.

WILL THE ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
REALIZE EXPECTED ECONOMIES?

In light of the foregoing analyses and after considera-
tion of other factors impacting implementation of the service
centering concept, it appears unlikely that the Command will
realize all the expected economies.

Personnel savings that were expected from service cen-
tering are rapidly disappearing because of recently directed
reductions in the total work force. Furthernl)ore, addiTf.iotnl
Coimimand-wide reductions can be expected. For example, othc~r
manpower reductions in the. -total work force are currenc- y in
process but their impact on service centering cannot, as y c t,
be determined. Nevertheless, the manpower savings projectc-d
for the Sacramento and Red River Service Centers as of Ja -t.- -
ary 1974 appear overstated and will remain so until the final
impact of these new personnel reductions can be determi.ned.

During our review, we also found that nonrecurring costs
associated with service centering would be greater than
originally expected. For example, we found that:

1. Site preparation costs for service centering were
more than anticipated.

2. The cost of installing an uninterruptible power sys-
tem to lessen the impact of power fluctuations and
outages was estimated to range from.$90,000 to
$450,000 for each depot, depending on the degree of
protection desired. A costly backup power source
might be required for each service center to address
the additional problem of survivability.
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3. Developing the software program capability to link
three computers was estimated to cost $1530,000.

4. Telecommunication costs (circuit connect ;and discon-
nect charges) would increase if 4,800 bau( co-mmuni-
cation lines were required for service ce) ering.
Also high-speed remote printers might be needed for
satellited depots instead of the low-speCd printers
currently in use.

5. Personnel turbulence associated with service center-
ing could adversely affect depot operations and
necessitate extensive retraining. For example, many
skilled SPEEDEI-X personnel might be unwilling to
relocate as required under existing plans for serv-
ice centering.

6. Initiallya extensive overtime and increased work
hours c.^nr be expected with implementation of the
service centering concept. The extent of the prob-
lTm wioulda depend on the ease with which transition
was made and the amount of retraining required.
(See item 5 above.)



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMI3NENDA'IOTNS

CONCLUSIONS

The service center concept is a sound management
technique that offers potential for economies whcn
approached on a case-by-case basis. Normally, concentrat-
ing a specialized funlction, such as data processing, should
provide some economies in equipment, facilities, and per-
sonnel. However, this attraction can be offset by ineffi-
cicncies created as a result of centralization. Therefore
it is imperative that any movement toward centralization be
approached cautiously and be accompanied with sufficient
management attention, planning, and skill.

The CommDa;:d's present plan for implementing its data
processing service center concept does not tale full advan-
tage of the economies of scale normally associated with
centralizing a large data processing function. This condi-
tion is somiewhat understandable considering the constraints
under Which the present plan was apparently developed. The
requirenii-.v" for immedia~ o personnel reductions and for re-
tention of existing computer equipment placed the Command
in the unenviable position of satisfying centralization
requLurements with existing SPEEDEX hardware which was de-
signed for decentralized operations.

The single, most important factor affecting the
Command's movement toward service centering is the current
condition of the SPEEDEX system. Our review demonstrated
that the existing SPEEDEX system, which is an integral part
of the ConuiLndt s service centering concept, is encountering
man), hardware and software problems that seriously impair
operating efficiency and effectiveness. Since these
problems are not easily resolved, SPEEDEX cannot provide
the strong foundation that is required for centralization.
Furthermore, any movement toward service centering without
regard to the existing condition of the SPEEDEX system
would magnify known problems and further jeopardize the
benefits expected from centralization. The frequency of
the problems encountered has already had an effect on the
functional users' confidence in the system.
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System sofcware prob lcns are a further source of
difficulty. CurrLentl),, I.hose problcnms are of such a maf.ni-
tude that an escimai-ed 160 to 200 additional man-years of
effort will be reoquircd tlhrough 1975 to get the system to
do what it was intcnded to do.

Resolving thI1e Comnmand's numerous problems effectively
calls for a departu-re from past decisions and a recogni-
tion of centralization's di:ffering requirements. Attempts
to materially alter the existing system to conform to
current constraints would not be a viable, long-term
solution. Other, more acceptable alternatives are avail-
able to the Commaead. One such alternative would be for
the Command to reconfigure and redesign the system to take
full advai)ntage of the benefits offered by centralization.
Ile recognize that uninterrupted service must be maintained
and that the Coinm)mnnJ cannot convert from one system to
another overnighl. Considerable-planning and coordination
oT all persons involved is necessary so that computer-
equipment and compu. er program changes of the magnitude
en-visioned will ccve )lace smoothl, and with little dis-
ruption tu nor a. o.c-rationis. Indefinitely extendin, the
e. ILsting Coni trol D;''i a Corporcation contract offers no real

protential for solviing the Command's cur-rent problemls.
Hlowever, since a change from one equipment and softwia,.re to
another cannot be done overnight, the existing contract
should be extended. only for a period long enough to
reevaluate tcc comp>tor configuration and to develop the
necessary func-Lion.1l specS:f*cJo1s for obtaining bids for
equipment raore suitLable to the Coommrland's needs.

RECOOMMFN )PATiTON 'S

We recommend that the Commanding General, Army
Materiel Command, treat the existing SPEEDEX system as an
interim system and desi"n it to t.ake full advantage of the
benefits offered by centralization. This should include:

1. Extending the existing contract with Control
Data Corporation for a reasonable period to
allow for development of the new system.

2. Reevaluating the computer configuration required
to realize the full potential of data processing
ce1itral-i zation.
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3. Robidding the computer configuration.

4. Redesigning the software to

--correct faulty program logic,

--make better and more efficient use of third-
generation. computer equipmnent,

-- better meet-the needs of the functional user,
and

-- reduce computer runtime and the tremendous
volumes of printed output.

AGENCY COWMENTS

Officials of the Army Materiel Command reviewed this
report and agreed with its contents. In response to our
recommendations, they have proposed the following actions.

1. Discontinue any further implementation of the
service centering concept at this t1i]ke.

2. Renew the contract with Control Data CorprwLton
for a reasonable period to continue operieu0-l10 o0
SPEEDEX unt-'l a new system can be developed)

3. Treat SPEEDEX as an interim system and reconfigure
and redesign it, using the following approach.

--Change system operating procedures to reduce
the time required to process supply main-
tenance and financial transactions.

--Improve the computer's reliability by adding
uninterruptible power supply to each computer.
Presently this is estimated. to cost $100,000
for each depot.

'As of July 3, 1974, the Comiand did renew its contract
with Control Data Corporation.
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-- Refine application programs to correct faulty
program logic, reduce cornputer runtime, and
reduce the volume of printed output.

4. Following the accomplishment of the above
objectives, develop a new system to more
appropriately support depot mission responsi-
bilities in a service center environment.

We have discussed the Command's proposed actions in
detail and have determined that, if followed, they should
minimize the problems currently being experienced in
developing, implementing, and operating a service center
environment for data processing activities. From time to
time we intend to evaluate the Army's progress in attaining
these objectives.
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CHAPTE.R 6

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review was directed primarily toward assessing the
reasonableness of the Command's service center concept, the
validity of the economies expected with its implementation,

4 X and the condition of SPEEDEX.

We made our reviewi at the Command's Headquarters,
* Alexandria, Virginia; the Logistic Systems Support Agency,

4 Chambersburg, Pennsylvania; the Army Aeronautical Depot
Maintenance Center, Corpus Christi, Texas; the Defense Com-
mercial Communications Office, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois;
and the following Army depots.

Anniston Army Depot, Anniston, Alabama

Letterkenny Armay Depot, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania

Lexington-Bluegrass Army Depot, Lexington, Kentucky

tct Cumborland Army Depots New Cumberlandt, PCn!;yl-vGania

Red River Army Depot, Texarkana, Texas

Sacramento Army Depot, Sacramento, California

Sharpe Army Depot, Lathrop, California

Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania

Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Utah

At these locations, we obtained data and examined plans,
documrnznts, records, and management decisions relating to the
service center concept and the SPEEDEX system. We also
interviewed responsible Department of Defense, Army, and
contractor officials.
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APPENDIX I

SPE'DEX S1JLSY.SEf S

HARDCORE BIG 6 FOLLOW.ON

DEt ~T SU', %. Y ILD UT I 0 YSI T EIM:

MATERIEL RELEASE ORDER PROCESSING X

STORAGE MANAGEMENTI' X

AIMMUNiTIO-!S SURVEILLANC-E X

QUALITY AS3URANC!] X

D E2Y-, MAI Th'C 2 Ai'I3D Ft AW\CIAL LY
G i;.' . : I [ CI ' i 3 , S:

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION, PLANNING
AND CONTROL X

EXPENSE APPROPRIATIONS MANAGEMENT/
ARMY IN[)USTRIAL FUND 'FOR tMiAINTENANCE X

DEFENSE IUYEGEA\TED MiANAGEMENT
ENGINEEKING SYSTEM X

INSTALLATION DI'ISION-STOCX( FUND X

P R O ClJ R EM EN IT H I S Te R Y X

IN'STALLATiON SUPPLY ACCOUNTING X

FACILITI-ES F-iVG-!!HEERIN!G V!ORl' MANAGEMENT X

Ph'.'.'Ol-L/LFAVE[ ACCOUNTING X

CC: ..i.;i , uE~'t

CALiBRATION X
MANAGEEMENT O; INSTALLATION OPERATING

EQU!!'MENT X

ACCOUNTING' FrR IN-USE NONEXPENDABLE
PROPERIY X

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
INFORMATiON *1YST EMS X
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APPENDIX II
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